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Transformative Forces
Changed the way we pay, bank and invest…

BIG DATA
Analyzing complex data to reveal patterns, trends, and
associations that provide new customer insights.

EXPERIENCE
Delivering simple personalized digital experiences and loyalty
driven value across multiple channels.

NETWORK EFFECT
Leveraging componentized platforms to initiate instantaneous adoption.

PACE OF CHANGE
A constantly accelerating time to market for new technology.
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And the way we engage consumers…

Rapidly changing loyalty landscape as a result of changing payments landscape
Shift to ecommerce spend

Changing consumer behavior
trends accelerated by COVID-19

Use more online/mobile banking
instead of in branch servicing

Rise of nontraditional
financial service providers

Payments
Acceleration

Rise of digital payments and the
slow death of plastic

Use a call center/chat services

Faster payments

Online payments and bank
transfers/wire
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Confluence of factors driving rapid pace of
innovations benefiting consumers!
Disrupting the traditional loyalty landscape by creating a new type of currency

Pay with Points

Airline
Miles
Diners
Club

Premium
Retailers
Utility Based
Rewards

Experience
Based
Rewards

Point-Of-Sale
Ecommerce
Mobile Wallets
Post Transaction
Connected Car Payments

Source: Deloitte Center for Financial Services analysis

As consumer needs change, the cost to meet
those needs is driving down ROI
Rewards Expense vs. Card ROI
$180

Reasons for using Cards3
$168

6%

$155
$150

$140

$120

4.4%

$145

4%

4.0%

3.8%

72%

Rewards, offers, and
discounts

53%

Not having to carry cash

36%

Buying things I could not
afford without credit

3.4%

$90

$60

2%
2015

2016

Average issuer rewards expense1 (M)

2017

2018

ROI of large US card issuers2 (%)

Source: (1) Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income (Call Reports), (2) Bureau of Consumer Financial
Protection, "The Consumer Credit Card Market," August 2019. (3) Deloitte Center for Financial Services. Payments survey among US consumers, 2019.

Premium Payback: Point-of-Sale
(POS) loyalty experience
A flexible and frictionless user experience that allows customers to complete transactions
just as they normally would and that works with retailer’s existing loyalty solution

1 of 3
accepted POS redemption offer

Half
of those who redeemed made two
or more redemptions in 12 months

Would you like to
redeem 2000 points from this
card for

$10 OFF

e

this purchase?

90%
rated their redemption experience
as a four or five (out of five)
Cardholders are given the choice
to redeem points on the
purchase1

Evidence of discount and
points redeemed is
displayed on receipt after
check-out

Cardholders can later check
their account via website or
mobile app to view updated
rewards balance

1. Offers are flexible and can be made dynamic based on a variety of factors (e.g., point balance, purchase amount, etc.).
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Participating issuers have benefited
considerably from Premium Payback

14%

7%

from increase in average annual

profit per cardholder of
Overall increase in spend

Spend increase for high spenders

through surprise and delight factor of receiving
redemption offer in real-time and access to discounts

through increased engagement with already engaged
cardholders with higher spend profiles

$21

.04
cents
Cost per point reduction
through shift in redemption mix from high-cost
options (e.g., travel) to POS redemptions
Note: High spenders includes cardholders with average annual spend of over $18K
Source: FIS data
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Premium Payback creates higher customer
engagement, increasing spend and share of wallet
Average annual spend ($K)
per cardholder (all)

Average annual spend ($K)
per cardholder (high spenders)

Net change = +14%

Net change = +7%

+18%

9%

2%

$29.7K $32.3K

$31.9K $32.3K

Premium Payback
Enabled Cardholders

Control Group

+4%

$7.6K

$9.0K

Premium Payback
Enabled Cardholders

$5.6K

$5.9K

Control Group

Pre-implementation
Note: High spenders includes cardholders with average annual spend of over $18K
Source: FIS data

Post-implementation
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Premium Payback also offers a way to shift
redemptions from higher cost categories
Redemption mix shift (actuals)1
Net change = .04 cents
0%
15%
37%

26%

24%

Redemption at POS
Travel

29%

Cash equivalents
Merchandise2

37%

32%

Preimplementation

Postimplementation

1. Assumes redemptions remain constant. 2. Includes other redemption categories, such as Charity/Auctions/Sweepstakes, which make up 1% and 2% of
redemption pre- and post-implementation of Premium Payback, respectively.
Note: FIS can help you understand impacts of Premium Payback on your redemption mix. Data needed: total outstanding points, redemption volume LTM, and
redemption mix, including % breakdown and CPP value by category or overall avg. redemption value (CPP). Source: FIS data
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Participating merchants have seen significant
benefits with very high ROI

9%
Growth in new customers through FISdriven marketing and simplified redemption process
that drives new shoppers to you

33%
Increase in average spend through
increased consumer perceived buying power

40%
Uplift in frequency of store visits
given Premium Payback enables discounts for
customers not available elsewhere

16
cents
Reduction in cost of acceptance
per Premium Payback transaction (example)

88%
Estimated 1 year ROI
of implementing
Premium Payback

6 months
Estimated payback period

Note: benefits included are among cardholders of Premium Payback participating banks with the ability to redeem rewards points at the POS
Source: FIS transaction data
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Premium Payback delivers value to issuers, their
cardholders as well as merchants

Issuer
1

Enhanced ease of
redemption option

2

Share of wallet

3

Customer acquisition

4

Customer retention

5

Economic benefit

Cardholder

Merchant
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Looking forward to 2021 and beyond
• More innovation
• More industry collaboration
• Stronger industry partnerships
• New loyalty approach for a new world

FIS is Reimaging Loyalty
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